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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents an experimental investigation of asymmetric impact effects on hydroelastic re-
sponses. A 1:64 scaled segmented ship model with U-shape open cross-section backbone was newly
designed to meet elastic similarity conditions of vertical, horizontal and torsional stiffness simulta-
neously. Different wave heading angles and wavelengths were adopted in regular wave test. In head
wave condition, parametric rolling phenomena happened along with asymmetric slamming forces, the
relationship between them was disclosed at first time. The impact forces on starboard and port sides
showed alternating asymmetric periodic changes. In oblique wave condition, nonlinear springing and
whipping responses were found. Since slamming phenomena occurred, high-frequency bending mo-
ments became an important part in total bending moments and whipping responses were found in small
wavelength. The wavelength and head angle are varied to elucidate the relationship of springing/
whipping loads and asymmetric impact. The distributions of peaks of horizontal and torsional loads
show highly asymmetric property.
© 2019 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access

article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

With the growing size of container ships, the hull should be
regarded as an elastic body instead of a rigid body. Springing and
whipping phenomena happened frequently and should be attached
great importance. Springing is regarded as the steady-state reso-
nant vibration, whereas whipping is a transient vibration caused by
slamming. Linear springing often occurs when the encounter fre-
quency is similar to wet natural frequency and nonlinear springing
occurs when the encounter frequency is double or multifold wet
natural frequency. Furthermore, slamming often results in both
local and global effects. The global effect is often called whipping
(Faltinsen, 2005). There are many methods for researching hydro-
elasticity and model tests of wave loads and impact forces are
regarded as an effective way to study hydroelastic responses in
general.

In regards to experimental ship models (ITTC, 2017), a
segmented model with a backbone was described by Jiao et al.
(2016), Maron and Kapsenberg (2014). Jiao et al. (2017) developed
a laboratory tank testing system for ship motions and loads mea-
surement first to simulate real sea state. At present, springing and
whipping are usually discussed in these experiments. For springing
responses, the previous researches mainly paid attention to the
vertical bending (Li, 2009; Senjanovi�c et al., 2012). Ding et al. (2015)
investigated the hydroelastic responses in the head wave. In their
study, the influence of wave height, wave period and loading
conditions on springing and slamming responses was analyzed.

However, the researches of springing which are related to
torsional vibration are rare because the design of the measurement
system and backbone is complex. The designed hull girder should
meet both bending stiffness and torsional stiffness. Remy et al.
(2006) firstly permitted horizontal bending stiffness and torsional
stiffness in the model tests. Furthermore, Iijima et al. (2009) ach-
ieved both symmetric and antisymmetric experiments by adopting
a box hull girder to accommodate an appropriate torsional stiffness
as well as vertical and horizontal bending stiffness. Based on the
designed hull girder, Hong et al. (2012) conducted a series of model
test for springing and whipping responses of torsion vibrations in
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regular and irregular waves and discussed the physics and technical
difficulties. Higher-order springing, higher-mode torsion responses
and effects of linear and nonlinear springing in irregular waves
were highlighted in the discussions of Hong and Kim (2014).
Houtani et al. (2018) proposed a new design procedure of a flexible
container ship model where the vertical bending and torsional vi-
bration modes are similar to its prototype. The height of the shear
center of the model was located below the bottom hull.

In addition, the upsizing of container ship would bring about
bow flare to become larger so that slamming easily happens. It is
generally known that slamming is a strongly nonlinear phenome-
non which would lead to high pressure in a very short time
(Faltinsen,1993; Alagan Chella et al., 2012). Furthermore, slamming
is a nonlinear response of ship-wave interaction problem which is
induced by large amplitudes of ship motions. In the past decades, a
large amount of efforts have been devoted to investigate slamming
forces theoretically, numerically and experimentally. The results of
the WILS JIP III efforts have created multiple detailed experiments
of a segmented 10,000 TEU model. Hong et al. (2015) experimen-
tally investigated bow flare slamming loads on an ultra-large
container ship. Kim and Kim (2015) discussed experiments on the
bow flare slamming loads of container ship and resulting whipping
vibration which considered the hydroelastic responses. Neverthe-
less, they focused on the head wave condition. Wang and Guedes
Soares (2016) studied the relative motions and frequency of slam-
ming occurrence for a chemical tanker advancing in irregular
waves. Comparative studies (Jiao et al., 2018) by small-scale model
towing tank test and large-scale model sea trial were conducted to
experimentally identify the difference between ship motions and
loads in long-crested and short-crested irregular waves. Jiao et al.
(2019a, 2019b, 2019c) investigated a bow flare ship numerically
and experimentally in irregular wave. Short-crested and long-
crested irregular wave were discussed. Slamming loads were
considered in the numerical model to investigate whipping re-
sponses. In general, slamming pressure measurement points are
located on one side of the bow flare and asymmetric impact effects
could not be investigated.

As shown in the aforementioned researches, the asymmetric
impact forces have not been completely studied. At present, many
scholars focused on the researches of local asymmetric impact
forces, such as Semenov and Iafrati (2006), Xu et al. (2008), Wang
and Guedes Soares (2014). However, the three-dimensional effect
of ship and the global effect of slamming are not considered.
Therefore, global hydroelastic responses induced by asymmetric
impact forces should be presented by model test. The data could
provide reference for the real ship.

In this study, the effect of wave heading angle and wavelength is
elucidated to the correlation of asymmetric slamming pressures
and hydroelastic responses. In head wave condition, parametric
rolling phenomenon occurred. The characteristic of asymmetric
slamming pressures was firstly discussed in parametric rolling
condition. In oblique wave condition, nonlinear springing and
whipping responses were found. The effect of wave heading angles
and wave length on asymmetric impact forces and hydroelastic
responses is discussed under oblique wave conditions.

2. Experimental setup

2.1. Test model

A 10,000 TEU container ship is adopted to investigate the large
scale ship motions, impact forces and hydroelastic responses. The
main particulars of the container ship are shown in Table 1. The ship
model has a scale ratio of 1/64. Themodel hull is made of FRP (Fiber
Reinforced Plastics) and wood. At the same time, the hull girder is

made of ABSPC (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene Polycarbonate).
The eight segmented parts are connected to the U-shape backbone
shown in Figs. 1e2. ThenMass distributions are shown in Fig. 3. The
full load condition is adopted for the test condition.

2.2. Stiffness similitude using backbone

The varying section backbone is designed and made to match
the request of lengthwise stiffness distribution (as shown in Fig. 2).
According to the similitude rules of structural dynamics, the
sectional inertia moment (I) (J) between the full-scale ship and ship
model should meet the relationship of Eqs. (1) and (2). In Eq. (1), E
is the elastic modulus, G is shear modulus and l is the scale ratio
(¼64). The subscript m and r refer to ship model and real ship
respectively. The sectional vertical moment of inertia Iyy and hori-
zontal moment of inertia Izz could easily be obtained from the thin-
walled open section theory. However, the torsion constant J cannot
be obtained by simple formula. Therefore, J should be obtained by
programming or commercial software for the exact simulation. In
this study, ANSYS software is utilized to calculate the backbone
section inertia and torsion constant.

ErIr
EmIm

¼ l5 (1)

GrJr
GmJm

¼ l5 (2)

In this model test, newly designed U-shape cross-section beam
is chosen to simulate the real stiffness of ship. The traditional U-
shape cannot meet the requirements of simultaneous simulation of
vertical bending, horizontal bending, torsion and torsional center.
Therefore, it is necessary to design a new type of beam to satisfy the
above similarities. In order to ensure the similarity of torsional
inertia moments, it is necessary to use a closed structure torsional
box to simulate the double-shell torsional box structure of a real
ship. According to the scale factor, the vertical moment of inertia,
horizontal moment of inertia, torsional constant and the position of
torsion center of each ship model section are firstly determined.
Then, according to the above data and the simulationmethod of the

Table 1
Main particulars of 10,000 TEU container ship.

Description Full-scale ship Unit Ship model Unit

Length between perpendiculars, Lpp 320.00 m 5.000 m
Breadth, B 48.20 m 0.753 m
Depth, D 27.20 m 0.425 m
Fore draft 12.54 m 0.196 m
Aft draft 13.37 m 0.202 m
Displacement 124331.00 ton 462.720 kg
Radius of gyration for roll, kxx 19.49 m 0.305 m
Radius of gyration for pitch, kyy 79.34 m 1.240 m
Roll period, Troll 18.74 s 2.34 s
Service speed 23.50 kn 1.511 m/s

Fig. 1. Photo of ship model.
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torsional characteristics of the real ship, the design of the
measuring backbone is carried out. The natural frequencies of
designed backbone are analyzed by using finite element numerical
simulation software MSC. Patran & Nastran. By comparing the re-
sults with the real ship, the correctness of natural frequencies is
verified.

Unlike uniform Timoshenko beam, the neutral axis height of real
ship varies along the ship length. Therefore, the variable section
backbone is designed to match the similarity of the neutral axis
height of real ship. The vertical location of the current backbone
refer to that of the real ship.

As listed in Table 2, variable stiffness of backbone could match
vertical bending stiffness, horizontal bending stiffness and torsion
stiffness.

2.3. Measurement system

The pitch and roll motions are measured by gyroscope situated
at the center of gravity. The detailed location of gyroscope is shown

in Fig. 2.
The measurement points of accelerations were arranged in six

positions. Five of them are located on the deck of No. 0, No. 5, No.10,
No. 15 and No. 20 stations. The remaining one is situated at the
center of gravity.

Bending moments and torsional moments are measured by
strain gauges attached on several sections of the backbone. These
strain gauges are located on three sections (No.5, No.10 and No.15
stations). Fig. 4 shows the location of backbone on the mid-ship
section. As shown in Fig. 5, there are 10 strain gauges measure-
ment points in every section. There are two Vertical Bending
Moment (VBM)measurement points at the bottom of the backbone
and two Horizontal Bending Moment (HBM) measurement points
at the neutral axis of the backbone. Simultaneously, there are four
Torsional Moment (TM)measurement points at the top and bottom
of the backbone. Furthermore, there are two Vertical Shear Force
(VSF) measurement points at the neutral axis of the backbone. The
detailed locations are shown in Fig. 5. The arrangements of vertical
and horizontal strain gauges are undisturbed by torsional strain
gauges and are not interacted with each other. Therefore, vertical
strain gauges are vertically arranged at the middle position of
backbone bottom. The strain gauges of horizontal bending moment
and vertical shear force placed at the neutral axis position on both
sides. The torsional strain gauges are to measure the warping stress
so that they are positioned on the upper and lower sides of the
backbone.

Fig. 2. Layout of segmented model.

Fig. 3. Mass distribution.

Table 2
Stiffness parameters of designed backbone.

Station Description Full-scale ship (m4) Ship model (cm4)

No. 5 Vertical bending stiffness, Iv 641.24 5178.4
Horizontal bending stiffness, Ih 1826.06 14038.0
Torsion constant, J 18.85 164.76

No. 10 Vertical bending stiffness, Iv 778.85 6393.1
Horizontal bending stiffness, Ih 2253.03 17521.0
Torsion constant, J 17.71 144.4

No. 15 Vertical bending stiffness, Iv 546.57 4548.9
Horizontal bending stiffness, Ih 1713.88 13047.0
Torsion constant, J 19.59 168.5

Fig. 4. Setup of backbone.
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The quarter-bridge circuit is mounted on the backbone surface
at each of the three discontinuous stations to measure the sectional
VBM, HBM and TM. As shown in Fig. 6, the measurement values of

strain gauges si ði¼ 1;2;/;8Þ are related to the stress due to
vertical bending svðs0vÞ, stress due to horizontal bending sh and
stress due to free torsion stðs0tÞ (Zhao et al., 2017). The relationship
between them are expressed by Eqs. (3)e(8).

s0v þsh � s0t ¼ s1 (3)

s0v �sh þ s0t ¼ s2 (4)

�sv þ sh þ st ¼ s3 (5)

�sv � sh � st ¼ s4 (6)

sv ¼s5 ¼ s6 (7)

sh ¼s7 ¼ �s8 (8)

sv and sh could be separated from equations. Thus the VBM and
HBM could be obtained from Eqs. (9) and (10). However, the shear
forces induced by torsion are not separated from the torsional
moment. Therefore, the backbone which simultaneously measures
bending moments, torsional moment, and shear force caused by
torsion need to be studied in the future study.

VBM¼s5 þ s6
2

� Iv
Zn

(9)

HBM¼ s7 � s8
2

� Ih
B

(10)

Hammering tests are conducted both for dry modal and wet
modal conditions. For the measurement of dry natural mode, the
segmented ship model is hung by several springs in the air. The
layout is shown in Fig. 7. At the same time, the ship model floats
freely on the surface of calm water for the measurement of wet
natural mode.

PULSE software is utilized to vibration analysis. As Fig. 10 shows,
the acceleration sensor is installed on the surface of the hull girder.
The blue, red and green points show respectively the sensors of
vertical bending mode, horizontal bending mode and torsional
mode. For the vertical bending mode, there are 11 measurement
points which are located on the top of the backbone. With a
hammer knocking the end of hull girder vertically, the acceleration
amplitude of the backbone in the vertical direction is measured.
The frequency spectrum is obtained by Fourier transform. Simul-
taneously, measurement points are located on the inside and top of
the backbone for horizontal bending mode and torsional mode
respectively. For the horizontal bending mode and torsional mode,
the hammer knocks the inside and the top of hull girder separately.
The natural frequencies could be distinguished by mode shapes in

Fig. 5. Backbone section and layout of strain gauges (No. 5 station).

Fig. 6. Stress distribution of U-shape backbone. Fig. 7. Equipment layout of hammering test.
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the PULSE software. Part of the hammering test spectrum is shown
in Figs. 8e9. Measured dry and wet natural frequencies of bending
and torsion of the model ship are summarized and compared with
target values in Table 3. Through comparisons, the measured ver-
tical bending, horizontal bending and torsion natural frequencies
are in good agreement with designed frequencies. In conclusion,
the U-shape variable section and stiffness backbone has its benefit
in hydroelastic model test.

The determination of damping ratio for the natural modes is

important for whipping and springing responses. It could be
calculated from the decay curves obtained from the hammering
test (Liu, 2005). The logarithmic decrement is usually used to show
the damping of hull girder vibration. d is the damping ratio. The xi
and xiþN are the ith and (i þ N)th peak amplitudes of decay curve.

d¼ 1
N
ln

xi
xiþN

(11)

The damping ratios obtained in this way are around 3%. For the
hydroelastic response of full ship, the damping should be
controlled within 4%.

Furthermore, the slamming loads are measured by pressure
gauges. There are fourteen pressuremeasurement points in the hull
as shown in Figs. 2 and 11.

The measuring technical parameters of the equipment for mo-
tions and loads are listed in Table 4. Different sampling frequencies
are chosen during the measurement since the characteristics of
each kind of signal are quite different from each other (Jiao et al.,
2016).

2.4. Test conditions

Table 5 shows selected test conditions. Variations of heading
angle, wavelength and ship speed are considered. Schematic dia-
gram of wave heading angles in oblique wave condition are shown
in Fig. 12. Two heading angles (150�, port bow and 240�, starboard
bow) are adopted in oblique wave condition.

Self-propulsion test with the remote-control is adopted. As
Fig. 12 shows, the carriage carries all the measurement instruments
and moves at a constant speed which is the set ship speed. The

Fig. 8. Frequency spectrum of hammering test: vertical bending mode and torsion
mode.

Fig. 9. Frequency spectrum of hammering test: horizontal bending mode.

Fig. 10. The arrangement of measurement sensors on the backbone in hammering test.

Table 3
Dry and wet modal natural frequencies. (Full-scale ship, Unit: Hz).

Mode Dry condition Wet condition

Measured Target Measured Target

1st vertical bending 0.68 0.73 0.51 0.47
2nd vertical bending 1.26 1.36 1.05 0.94
1st horizontal bending 1.01 0.98 0.86 0.59
2nd horizontal bending 1.75 2.08 1.65 1.04
1st torsion 0.68 0.72 0.50 0.46
2nd torsion 1.37 1.39 1.13 1.10
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propeller speed is regulated by a remote control so that the ship
model could keep moving with the carriage consistently.

3. Experimental results

In the model tests, different wave heading angles and wave-
length are adopted in regular wave condition. As is well known, the
VBM is believed to be most severe in head seas while the TM and
HBM are thought to reach their maxima in heading angle 30e60�

from head seas (Zhu et al., 2011). Therefore, we consider two
heading angles 150� (port, bow) and 240� (starboard, bow) in
oblique wave condition. Different wavelength and speed are
considered in head wave condition.

The wavelength which Zhu adopted was quite short and the
incident regular wave generated by the wave-maker in the ocean
basin was not very stable. Refer to Chen et al. (2017), the ratio of
wavelength to ship length was 1.0. For considering the influence of
wavelength, the range of the ratio of wavelength to ship length is
from 0.8 to 1.2 in this study. Slamming phenomena happen in both
head wave and oblique wave. Then the influence of wave heading
angle and wavelength on slamming are investigated.

Furthermore, the nonlinear springing and whipping responses
induced by slamming are discussed in this section. From previous
studies, higher order component has been attracted attention. For
example, Drummen et al. (2009) mentioned that third or higher

harmonics might become important because they might hit the
resonant frequency. Iijima et al. (2009) provided comparison
symmetric and antisymmetric results between model tests and
numerical results in regular waves. The results exhibited the high
order vertical bending moment and torsional moment prelimi-
narily. Rajendran and Guedes Soares (2016) gave the vertical
bending moment results in large amplitude waves. It is observed
that the higher order harmonics increases as the wave severity
increases. In this section, more systematic experimental results of
high frequency bending moment are presented. Furthermore, the
asymmetric impact loads and hydroelastic responses are also
revealed.

3.1. Impact loads and hydroelastic responses in head wave
condition

Impact forces and hydroelastic loads in head wave condition are
generally symmetrical. However, the occurrence of parametric
rolling will induce the asymmetric motions so that the impact loads
are asymmetric. Parametric rolling is most likely to happen under

Fig. 11. The distribution of slamming measurement point (a) Stern view (b) Bow view.

Table 4
Technical parameters of the measurement equipment.

Equipment Range Accuracy Sampling frequency

Strain gauges ±3000mε 1% 200 Hz
Pressure gauges ±50 kPa 0.5% 2000 Hz
Gyroscope Pitch ±20� 1.5% 50 Hz

Roll ±35� 1.5% 50 Hz
Acceleration sensors ±9.81m/s2 1% 200 Hz
Wave-height gauge ±250mm 2% 50Hz

Table 5
Regular wave test condition (Full-scale ship).

No. Ship speed (kn) Heading angle (degree) Wave steepness Wave length and ship length ratio Wave encounter frequency (Hz)

1 11.75 180 0.027 0.74 0.1066
2 11.75 180 0.020 1.00 0.0888
3 23.50 180 0.020 1.00 0.1076
4 23.50 150 0.025 0.80 0.1190
5 23.50 150 0.020 1.00 0.1026
6 23.50 150 0.017 1.20 0.0910
7 23.50 240 0.025 0.80 0.1017
8 23.50 240 0.020 1.00 0.0887
9 23.50 240 0.017 1.20 0.0795

Fig. 12. Schematic diagram of wave heading angles.
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the following circumstances: when the wave length is close to ship
length, encounter frequency is almost twice the roll natural fre-
quency, and wave height is greater than a threshold which depends
on the ship GM variation in wave. Therefore, the asymmetric
impact loads induced by parametric rolling are worth discussing. In
this test, parametric rolling phenomena occur in 50% of service
speed when the ratio of wavelength to ship length is 0.742.
Although the speed is low, the largewave steepness intensified ship
roll motion and the asymmetric impact phenomena happened in
this condition.

In this experiment, parametric rolling phenomenon occurs
when the ratio of wave length to ship length is close to 0.742. In this
case, asymmetric flare slamming phenomenon happens when roll
motion is harmonic motion. In Fig. 13, only short time range
extracted from the full range is selected to clearly demonstrate and
verify the relationship between slamming and ship motions.

Furthermore, the asymmetric slamming effects on both star-
board and port sides of the same height and station are presented
in Fig. 13. Two other conditions when parametric rolling does not
occur are selected in order to discuss the influence of parametric
rolling on hydroelastic responses. One case is shown in Fig. 16. The
ratio of wave length to ship length is 1.0 and the speed is also half of
service speed. The other case is shown in Fig. 19. The ratio of wave
length to ship length is 1.0 and the speed is service speed. Sym-
metric impact forces are observed in two cases. Thus, roll motion
affects the magnitude of pressures of both port and starboard sides,
and this has been demonstrated through experimental results.

As shown in Fig. 13, the slamming duration of points on port and
starboard sides are different. Because impact angle and encounter
time of ship port and starboard sides are different due to roll mo-
tion. According to results, the further the points is to center of
gravity, the larger the pressure differences between points on port
and starboard sides will be. Because the impact velocity is related to
the magnitude of slamming impact. Furthermore, impact velocity
changes with both pitch and roll motions. Therefore, the further the
distance is from the center of gravity, the greater the change of
impact velocity (which is influenced by pitch motion) will be. The
wave deformation and wave breaking due to slamming would also
lead to this phenomenon.

As shown in Fig. 14, time series of both Vertical Bending
Moment (VBM) and Torsional Moment (TM) are sinusoidal curve.

However, the time series of Horizontal Bending Moment (HBM)
shows irregularity. The proportion of high frequency bending
moment is small in total VBM and TM. Furthermore, the vertical
bending moment is related to the occurrence of slamming. In one
period, the VBM is close to the maximum value when the
maximum pressure occurs. The period of HBM is twice that of VBM.
For the particularity of parametric rolling, the band-pass filter is
only utilized to the compositions of the HBM. The high cutoff fre-
quency is 0.1065 Hz. At the same time, the wave encounter fre-
quency is 0.1066 Hz. Therefore, the total HBM are divided into the
wave encounter frequency load (WF) and the roll natural frequency
load by the band-pass filter. From Fig. 14, it could be easily found
that WF causes the irregularity of HBM time series. Furthermore,
power spectral density of VBM, HBM and TM is shown in Fig. 15.
Only roll natural frequency (0.0533 Hz) and wave encounter fre-
quency (0.1066 Hz) are found. Furthermore, the higher order fre-
quencies are not observed in this case. The springing and whipping

Fig. 13. Time series of slamming pressures, roll and pitch motions in parametric rolling
condition. (11. 75knots, H¼ 6.4m, l/L¼ 0.742, m¼ 180�).

Fig. 14. Time series of VBM, HBM and TM in parametric rolling condition. (11. 75knots,
H¼ 6.4m, l/L¼ 0.742, m¼ 180�) (Cut-off wave-frequency: 0.01e0.1065 Hz).

Fig. 15. Power spectral density of VBM, HBM and TM in parametric rolling condition
(11. 75knots, H¼ 6.4m, l/L¼ 0.742, m¼ 180�).
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responses do not occur in parametric rolling condition.
In the case 2 (refer to Table 5), only the wavelength is different

from the parametric rolling condition. Symmetric impact forces are
observed in Fig. 16. The period of VBM, HBM and TM is same to the
wave encounter period. The high-frequency moment (HF) is ob-
tained from the band-pass filter analysis and is a small fraction of
the total VBM. For this case, the high cut-off frequency should be
higher than the wave encounter frequency (0.08875 Hz) so that the
WF could reserve the wave encounter component.

Furthermore, power spectral density of VBM, HBM and TM is
shown in Fig. 18. Similarly, only wave encounter frequency
(0.0888 Hz) are found. Furthermore, the higher order frequencies
are not observed in this case. The springing and whipping re-
sponses do not occur in this condition.

Only the speed of the case 3 is different from that of case 2. The
high speed increases the magnitude of slamming pressures and the
HF percentage of total VBM. It could be easily found from the
comparisons of Figs. 16 and 17 and Figs. 19 and 20.

Power spectral density of VBM, HBM and TM is shown in Fig. 21.
The wave encounter frequency (0.1076Hz) are found. Furthermore,
the higher order frequencies are not observed in this case. The
springing and whipping responses do not occur in this condition.

Four timeswave encounter frequency (2.70 rad/s) is close to natural
frequency of first order torsion mode (2.89 rad/s) or first order
vertical bending mode (2.95 rad/s). Therefore, higher order
springing responses are observed through the analysis of power
spectral density (PSD).

3.2. Impact loads and hydroelastic responses in oblique wave
conditions

Two wave heading angles (150�and 240�) are considered in
oblique head waves. Schematic diagram of wave heading angles is
shown in Fig. 12. Through test results, some basic regulations could
be obtained:

Fig. 16. Time series of slamming pressures, roll and pitch motions. (11. 75knots,
H¼ 6.4m, l/L¼ 1.0, m¼ 180�).

Fig. 17. Time series of VBM, HBM and TM (11. 75knots, H¼ 6.4m, l/L¼ 1.0, m¼ 180�)
(Cut-off wave-frequency: 0.01e0.17 Hz).

Fig. 18. Power spectral density of VBM, HBM and TM in parametric rolling condition,
(11. 75knots, H¼ 6.4m, l/L¼ 1.0, m¼ 180�).

Fig. 19. Time series of slamming pressures, roll and pitch motions. (23.5knots,
H¼ 6.4m, l/L¼ 1.0, m¼ 180�).
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As shown in Fig. 22 and Fig. 31, magnitude of slamming loads
increases whenwave heading angle changes from 240� to 150�. The
difference between asymmetric slamming loads decreases when
wave heading angle changes from 240� to 150�. As the wave angle
240� is close to beam wave compared with wave angle 150�, the
difference of impact angles and impact velocities difference be-
tween starboard and port sides are larger. At the same time,
magnitude of slamming loads decreases when wave length in-
creases as shown in Figs. 22, 25 and 28 or Figs. 31, 34 and 37.

On the one hand, the pitch motion in oblique wave presents
harmonic motion. On the other hand, although the roll motions do
not present harmonic motion, they present periodic motion.
Nonlinear hydrodynamic effects can also be expected in the bow
region because of the drastic change of the section shape with
respect to the water line.

Afterwards, the influence of wave heading angle is discussed
separately. In the case 4, the asymmetric impact occurred after

385 s as shown in Figs. 22 and 23. However, the HF component of
VBM, HBM and TM appears since slamming phenomenon occurs.
Then HF component presents periodic change after 410s. In the
150�wave heading angle condition, four times wave encounter
frequency (2.99 rad/s) is close to natural frequency (2.89 rad/s) of
first order torsion mode when the ratio of wavelength to ship
length is 0.8. Simultaneously, four times wave encounter frequency
(2.99 rad/s) is close to natural frequency (2.95 rad/s) of first order
vertical bendingmode. Therefore, higher order springing responses
are observed through the analysis of Power Spectral Density (PSD)
in Fig. 24.

In the case 5, the asymmetric impact occurred after 325 s as
shown in Figs. 25 and 26. However, the HF component of VBM,
HBM and TM appears since slamming phenomenon occurs. Then

Fig. 20. Time series of VBM, HBM and TM (23.5knots, H¼ 6.4m, l/L¼ 1.0, m¼ 180�)
(Cut-off wave-frequency: 0.01e0.215 Hz).

Fig. 21. Power spectral density of VBM, HBM and TM in parametric rolling condition
(23.5knots, H¼ 6.4m, l/L¼ 1.0, m¼ 180�).

Fig. 22. Time series of slamming pressures, roll and pitch motions. (23.5knots,
H¼ 6.4m, l/L¼ 0.8, m¼ 150�).

Fig. 23. Time series of VBM, HBM and TM (23.5knots, H¼ 6.4m, l/L¼ 0.8, m¼ 150�)
(Cut-off wave-frequency: 0.01e0.23 Hz).
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HF component presents periodic change after 360 s. Fig. 27 shows
the case of power spectral density. Springing phenomenon does not
occur in this case.

Then the slight whipping occurs when the ratio of wavelength
to ship length is 1.0. The asymmetric impact loads induced vertical
bending vibrations in oblique sea show in Fig. 26. The HF compo-
nent of VBM which is induced by slamming pressures becomes
bigger immediately after 355s and then decays. Furthermore, wave
encounter frequency is deviated from 1/n of natural frequency. It is
confirmed that whipping occurs. Because the impact loads are
asymmetric, the vertical bending vibrations are slight.

In the case 6, the asymmetric impact occurred after 325 s as
shown in Figs. 28 and 29. The High Frequency (HF) component of
VBM, HBM and TM appears since slamming phenomenon occurs.

Fig. 30 shows the case of power spectral density. Five times wave
encounter frequency is similar to the 2-node torsional natural
frequency. However, the HF component takes a small part.

At the same time, the slight whipping also occurs when the ratio
of wavelength to ship length is 1.2. The HF component of VBM
which is induced by slamming pressures also becomes bigger
immediately after 350s and then decays.

Furthermore, the HBM and TM at bow section, mid-ship section
and stern section are shown in order to investigate the location

Fig. 24. VBM, HBM and TM power spectral density (23.5knots, H¼ 6.4m, l/L¼ 0.8,
m¼ 150�).

Fig. 25. Time series of slamming pressures, roll and pitch motions. (23.5knots,
H¼ 6.4m, l/L¼ 1.0, m¼ 150�).

Fig. 26. Time series of VBM, HBM and TM (23.5knots, H¼ 6.4m, l/L¼ 1.0, m¼ 150�)
(Cut-off wave-frequency: 0.01e0.20 Hz).

Fig. 27. VBM, HBM and TM power spectral density, (23.5knots, H¼ 6.4m, l/L¼ 1.0,
m¼ 150�).
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dependency of modes. Different from Zhu et al. (2011), the per-
centages of wave encounter frequency load (WF) and high fre-
quency load (HF) in total moment (CM) (VBM, HBM and TM) are
summarized in Table 6, Table 7 and Fig. 40. In this table and figure,
VBM1, VBM2 and VBM3 represent the VBM of No. 5, No. 10 and No.
15 stations. HBM1, HBM2 and HBM3 represent the HBM of No. 5,
No. 10 and No. 15 stations. TM1, TM2 and TM3 represent the TM of
No. 5, No. 10 and No. 15 stations. WF/CM represents the amplitude
ratio of wave encounter frequency sagging bending moment and
total sagging bending moment in the steady time series of bending
moment or torsion moment. At the same time, HF/CM represents
the amplitude ratio of high frequency sagging bending moment
and total sagging bending moment.

From Figs. 31e39, 240�heading angle case is presented.
Furthermore, the percentages of WF and HF in CM are summarized
in Table 7 and Fig. 40(b).

The case 7 shows the case when the ratio of wavelength to ship
length is 0.8. As shown in Fig. 31, the bow-flare slamming phe-
nomena occur remarkably after 188 s. Then Fig. 32 shows the
component of high frequency torsion moment become larger after
188 s. Slight whipping phenomenon could be found from the ver-
tical bending vibration of Fig. 32. After 220 s, the HF of VBM in-
creases larger rapidly and then decay.

Figs. 34e36 shows the casewhen the ratio of wavelength to ship
length is 1.0. As shown in Fig. 34, the bow-flare slamming

Fig. 28. Time series of slamming pressures, roll and pitch motions. (23.5knots,
H¼ 6.4m, l/L¼ 1.2, m¼ 150�).

Fig. 29. Time series of VBM, HBM and TM (23.5knots, H¼ 6.4m, l/L¼ 1.2, m¼ 150�)
(Cut-off wave-frequency: 0.01e0.18 Hz).

Fig. 30. VBM, HBM and TM power spectral density (23.5knots, H¼ 6.4m, l/L¼ 1.2,
m¼ 150�).

Fig. 31. Time series of slamming pressures, roll and pitch motions. (23.5knots,
H¼ 6.4m, l/L¼ 0.8, m¼ 240�).
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phenomena occur remarkably after 155 s. However, the HF
component does not increase remarkably. Then Fig. 36 shows the
wave encounter frequency or double wave encounter frequency is
different from the first natural frequency. Higher springing phe-
nomenon do not occur in this case. The component of high fre-
quency torsion moment is small and whipping phenomenon does
not occur.

Figs. 37e39 shows the case when the ratio of wavelength to ship
length is 1.2. As shown in Fig. 37, the bow-flare slamming phe-
nomena are not significant after 220 s. Then Fig. 38 shows the
component of high frequency torsion moment is small and whip-
ping phenomenon did not occur. Furthermore, springing response
do not occur in this case.

Compared with Tables 6 and 7, when the wave length is the
same, the high frequency component of 150�heading angle are
commonly larger than that of 240�heading angle, except for TM3.
The reason is that the wave encounter frequency of 150�heading
angle is more closely to a fraction of natural frequency.

As shown in Fig. 40, the percentages of HF in both 150�and
240�heading angle conditions are revealed. As the wave length
increases, the percentage of HF component commonly decreases.
The reason is that several times wave encounter frequency is
similar to the natural frequency when the ratio of wave length to
ship length is 0.8. Higher springing responses often occur in this
case.

For VBM, the HF component of No. 15 station is higher than

Table 6
The percentages of wave encounter frequency load (WF) and high frequency load (HF) in total bending moment (CM). (Regular wave test, 23.5knots, H¼ 6.4m, m¼ 150�).

The ratio of wave length to ship length 0.8 1.0 1.2

VBM1 WF/CM 55.95% 77.73% 92.51%
HF/CM 44.05% 22.27% 7.49%

VBM2 WF/CM 54.07% 75.12% 87.20%
HF/CM 45.93% 24.88% 12.80%

VBM3 WF/CM 48.00% 64.83% 77.65%
HF/CM 52.00% 35.17% 22.35%

HBM1 WF/CM 58.24% 79.22% 92.79%
HF/CM 41.76% 20.78% 7.21%

HBM2 WF/CM 63.35% 71.79% 71.75%
HF/CM 36.65% 28.21% 28.25%

HBM3 WF/CM 70.55% 78.49% 85.91%
HF/CM 29.45% 21.51% 14.09%

TM1 WF/CM 51.40% 74.69% 92.47%
HF/CM 48.60% 25.31% 7.53%

TM2 WF/CM 56.89% 78.05% 90.57%
HF/CM 43.11% 21.95% 9.43%

TM3 WF/CM 44.14% 58.12% 73.32%
HF/CM 55.86% 41.88% 26.68%

Table 7
The percentages of wave encounter frequency load (WF) and high frequency load (HF) in total bending moment (CM). (Regular wave test, 23.5knots, H¼ 6.4m, m¼ 240�).

The ratio of wave length to ship length 0.8 1 1.2

VBM1 WF/CM 68.24% 87.66% 91.32%
HF/CM 31.76% 12.34% 8.68%

VBM2 WF/CM 72.82% 90.39% 97.13%
HF/CM 27.18% 9.61% 2.87%

VBM3 WF/CM 59.12% 80.64% 89.88%
HF/CM 40.88% 19.36% 10.12%

HBM1 WF/CM 69.42% 87.03% 91.44%
HF/CM 30.58% 12.97% 8.56%

HBM2 WF/CM 75.00% 84.19% 85.31%
HF/CM 25.00% 15.81% 14.69%

HBM3 WF/CM 76.77% 82.69% 88.07%
HF/CM 23.23% 17.31% 11.93%

TM1 WF/CM 77.35% 94.87% 98.73%
HF/CM 22.65% 5.13% 1.27%

TM2 WF/CM 75.76% 93.74% 95.53%
HF/CM 24.24% 6.26% 4.47%

TM3 WF/CM 38.76% 48.54% 48.28%
HF/CM 61.24% 51.46% 51.72%

Fig. 32. Time series of VBM, HBM and TM (23.5knots, H¼ 6.4m, l/L¼ 0.8, m¼ 240�)
(Cut-off wave-frequency: 0.01e0.20 Hz).
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those of No. 5 and No.10 stations. Simultaneously, there is the same
regularity for the HF component of TM. After the wave encounters
the hull, the regular wave changes and the resonance response is
reduced. Therefore, the HF percentage of bow part is higher.

4. Conclusions

This research focuses on and investigates the asymmetric
impact loads and hydroelastic responses of a large container ship
experimentally. A segmented ship model with U-shape open cross-
section backbone is newly designed to meet elastic similarity
conditions of vertical, horizontal and torsional stiffness simulta-
neously. Experimental investigation is conducted under variant

wave heading angles and wavelengths. Based on the results, the
following conclusions are made:

In the head wave condition, the asymmetric slamming loads are
firstly discussed in the parametric rolling condition. Compared
symmetric impact loads in the other condition, the magnitude and
duration of asymmetric flare slamming are affected by roll motion.
The impact forces of starboard and port sides present the

Fig. 33. VBM, HBM and TM power spectral density.

Fig. 34. Time series of slamming pressures, roll and pitch motions. (23.5knots,
H¼ 6.4m, l/L¼ 1.0, m¼ 240�).

Fig. 35. Time series of VBM, HBM and TM (23.5knots, H¼ 6.4m, l/L¼ 1.0, m¼ 240�)
(Cut-off wave-frequency: 0.01e0.17 Hz).

Fig. 36. VBM, HBM and TM power spectral density (23.5knots, H¼ 6.4m, l/L¼ 1.0,
m¼ 240�).
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alternating asymmetric periodic changes. However, the asym-
metric effect does not cause the nonlinear springing and whipping
phenomena because of the low speed. Wave frequency bending
moment and bending moment induced by roll natural frequency
are observed in horizontal bending moment.

In oblique wave conditions, the asymmetric effect on the
magnitude of flare slamming is smaller than that in parametric
rolling condition. The impact forces of starboard and port sides
present the same periodic changes. Typical characteristics of
springing phenomena in bending moment and torsional moment
are investigated. The occurrence of slamming could induce slight
whipping phenomena. The magnitudes of slamming loads and

Fig. 37. Time series of slamming pressures, roll and pitch motions. (23.5knots,
H¼ 6.4m, l/L¼ 1.2, m¼ 240�).

Fig. 38. Time series of VBM, HBM and TM (23.5knots, H¼ 6.4m, l/L¼ 1.2, m¼ 240�)
(Cut-off wave-frequency: 0.01e0.15 Hz).

Fig. 39. VBM, HBM and TM power spectral density (23.5knots, H¼ 6.4m, l/L¼ 1.2,
m¼ 240�).

Fig. 40. The high frequency (HF) moment proportion in total bending moment (CM).
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wave loads in 150�heading angle condition are larger than that in
240�heading angle condition. The difference between asymmetric
slamming loads decreases when wave heading angle changes from
240� to 150�. At the same time, magnitude of slamming loads, wave
loads and high frequency moment proportion decreases when
wave length increases, excepting for torsion moment of bow sec-
tion in 240�heading angle condition.
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